Hi P&S and CDM 2019!

Welcome to Columbia!
As you may have heard, the Student Success Network (SSN) is run by second-year medical students to help you prepare for your exams and adjust to medical school academics. Before each MM and Anatomy exam, the second years will hold review sessions and prepare a packet of review sheets. Additionally, we will prepare a practice anatomy practical before each anatomy exam. We offer tutoring services, and are always here to support you in any way we can!!!

Since you will be getting lots of emails from us, we figured we'd introduce ourselves:

Joshua Stein (jss2258@columbia.edu) - Director
Britt Baldwin-Hunter (blb2147@columbia.edu) – MM Coordinator
Katharina Shaw (kss2134@columbia.edu) – Anatomy Lecture Coordinator
Stephen Maier (spm2156@columbia.edu) – Anatomy Lab Coordinator
Taylor Compton (tac2176@columbia.edu) - Treasurer
Evan Joiner (efj2107@columbia.edu) – Tutoring Liaison and Teacher Development Coordinator

You can also reach us as a group at ColumbiaSSN@gmail.com

Please feel free to contact us ANYTIME about SSN or about any questions you have regarding medical school life. In the meantime, please mark your calendars for the first round of SSN sessions:

MM: Wednesday, September 2nd, 6:30-9:30pm. Hammer 401
Anatomy: Tuesday, September 8th, 6:30-9:30pm. Hammer 401/Anatomy lab

We will email you closer to the session dates about the review sheets and more specific room assignments (and potentially changes to the times).

Hope you are all settle in and enjoy your first few weeks of school! We are so incredibly excited to meet you, and be here to support your learning!

Love,
Your SSN Coordinators